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On the first day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

Editors Comment
Tis the season to be jolly....well yes it was for the Scots
Brigade.  Cracking musters, fabulous weather (even the rain
proved pretty spectacular and wow what a glorious summer!),
plus a year-long abundance of goodwill and cheer together
with a strong sense of family and belonging to something very
special.  Ladies and gents you've been amazing!  I also want to
mention Facebook posts and more specifically the comment
threads.  In one word, "hilarious".  You never fail to amuse
with the back and forth banter - no special snowflakes here
thankfully!

Now if there's one photo that, to me, sums this year up, it's
this one of the one and only Andy Webb on gate guard at
Thirlestane.  No not because I wish to draw attention to the
serious liver problems we are probably all going to suffer at
some point but because it shows the dedication we all display
(yes really!!); we can be down on our luck, laid low by illness
(self inflicted or otherwise) but we still rise to the challenge on
and off the field - and we do it all with gusto and pride.  Like
Andy, we all go flat out [see what I did there?!] in our
endeavours to pursue this crazy hobby of ours and quite
honestly the stuff we do is legendary both in and out of the
Brigade.  There really is no other like us!

So I will take this opportunity to raise a glass to you all my
fellow madcap and brilliant Gordon's to wish you and your
families all a very Merry Christmas with much health,
happiness and hope for the new coming year.

I hope you enjoy reading this edition and thank you for all
your kind comments throughout the year.
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“By courage, not craft”
Your proud Commanding Officer,
Nick Proudman

The C.O.'s Address
(because Highlander's don't do briefs!)

We have had some solid successes and some hard lessons. But
next year I look forward to continuing the fight and progress
made. Drums have gained some new faces in Becca and Linda
and Becca particularly has really picked things up quickly under
Tracey and Sam. Musket is growing in strength too with the
addition of Simon, Chris,Jo, Greg and Kat. This is great to see.
Next year is going to be the time for tightening up on musket
drill and battlefield training and working on that old bug bear,
'how do we best prepare for and engage in hand to hand
combat most effectively'.

I am also immensely proud of our new recruits who from the
get go have all thrown themselves in with the passion and
enthusiasm that characterizes so much of what the Scots
Brigade stand for. Well done all.

Now is not the time to count our chickens though, recruitment
opportunities still need to be at the forefront of the minds of all
our members. All the new members who joined this year bar
the Ulverston recruits are all friends of members. So look to
your friends, work on them over the winter and get enthusing.
We will hopefully be able to use the emergency temp system
again to get people in to try it out. Even if its just the once to
stop you from going on about it all the time, that's a success
that could turn into another new Gordon !

Events lists shaping up for next year looks healthy. Although
quite a few are not yet fully confirmed I advise you to block out
the time in your diary if you plan to attend. Please refer to the
events page at the back of the newsletter for further
information. There are of course many others, many of which
are currently “in negotiation” however I advise saving the dates
above. Brigade Priority Musters we aim for maximum turnout.
Keep up to date with the Gordon's and Scots Brigade FB page
and also the Sealed Knot Official Members fb Page for the most
recent announcements on events.

Lastly, I wish you all a very happy and restful festive season,
however you choose to celebrate. Rest well and prepare for
another cracking season in 2019.

Best wishes, see you all back next year fighting fit.
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On the second day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
2 shots of green
and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

Fellow Gordon's, as we enter the end of Season period and the
festive season is fast upon us, I have found myself reflecting on
ours achievements, successes and the lessons I have learnt as a
new CO.

When interviewing for Gordon's CO, I set myself and the
regiment, the goal of reforming a viable Scots Pike block to
make Gordon's a true representation of a regular highland
regiment of Pike and Shotte. Another goal was to keep the
regiment moving forward in its knowledge and kit standard. and
to continue to attract new members to the society who will
easily fit into the ethos and character of the regiment and
Brigade.

Recruitment really took off this season. We've had Dan Nicholls
join us early in the season with Becca Veasey and Steve Purdy
who joined us after temping at Scampston ABH last year. They
were joined by Jack who also temped at Scampston and
managed a couple of musters this season. Later in the year we
were joined by Ian Green, Steve “Cody” Turner and Linda
Turner who signed up at Ulverston muster and joined us for the
ABH and Edgehill. At Claydon House ABH we were also joined
by Chris and Jo Gresty and family (friends of Melvyn, Linda and
other ex Jones's) and by Simon Frame and Sue Dowdeswell
(friends of Mark Allen) at Claydon.

Transfers into the regiment this season included Andy Plummer,
Lucinda Morrison and Sean Plummer from Ruperts Foote, and
Greg Hamilton and Kat Brown (Fi's daughter) from Lilburnes.
We also hosted temps Ollie and Molly Webb (friends of the
Scots Brigade) at Newark, Dan and Victoria (friends of Becca
and Steve), and Spencer Houghton, (friend of Mark Allen) who
temped with us at Claydon House ABH.

In all that counts 22 new faces over the year, that includes 17
who joined as full or half year members and 5 who came as
temps.

However, number means nothing without the right attitude,
support and encouragement from the existing members of the
regiment who did whatever they could to help equip, train and
welcome all these new faces to our gloriously mad family and
hobby. And for that I am most proud and grateful. I salute you
all, because without that support it can all go horribly wrong,
very quickly.

Special mention must go to Mike Johnson and Dayle Johnson
who have worked very hard to get our fledgling Pike recruits
working as a block and a team this season. With constant new
faces and changing numbers this has been a huge challenge for
all involved.
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Red Ribbons

Nick Proudman has decreed that the annual Probation
Review and presentation of Red Ribbons which normally
take place at the ABH would be deferred until the Hoolie
in 2019.
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On the third day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

Regimental News - Page 2 -

Adjutant's
Corner

So, its nearly Christmas and I am delighted to be able to
say a massive THANK YOU to everyone for being so
organised, and getting your renewals done in time –
virtually everyone through the online system. It may be the
alcohol talking, but I think that you are all amazing!

There are still a few people who haven’t re-joined yet. If
this is you, then get online and get sorted before
Christmas! If you miss the deadline for on-line membership
renewal then you won’t be able to join us at the first event
of 2019 at Nantwich in January. There are NO temp
memberships allowed for this event.
Any membership queries, please email me at
gordons.adjutant@outlook.com.

Have a fabulous Christmas all – and see you on the field
next season!

Lyn Johnson,
Adjutant

Quick Heads Up for ABH 2019
The theme for the 2019 ABH fancy dress has been
overwhelming voted for as "Grimm Fairy Tales".  More
info to follow closer to the time so keep an eye out on
the Scots Facebook page.

Congratulations to Fiona Worral
At ABH, our Fi was accepted into the SK Yeomans Guard
as a fully fledged guard of honour. Huzzah!

For those of you who didn't make
it to the ABH, you will have
missed the announcement given by
our glorious leader Kevin
Westwood.  Kevin has decided
that after many years in the post,
it is time for him to stand down as
Brigade CO in 2019.  Kevin said
he had served with great honour
as head of the Scots Brigade
during the past number of years
through good and some more
difficult times within the Brigade.
Now that the Brigade has
returned to strength and become
one community, Kevin felt it was
time to hand the mantle over.  He
thanked the entire Scots Brigade
for their support, commitment
and jovial nature.

Brigade Commander

Alistair Birnie - current CO of Fraser's and long-time
member of Scots and SK - will take over the Brigade
Commander role in August 2019 after a planned smooth
transition period.

Gordon's send their own thanks to Kevin for all his tireless
efforts in helping secure the Brigade as a fighting force to be
reckoned with as well as for all his off-field support.  We
look forward to seeing you back in the rank and file and
around the campfire next season.

Photo credit: Karen Poffley

Photo credit: Tim Worrall
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Frontline Despatches
MAJOR AUGUST BANK
Claydon House, Nr Buckingham, 25-27 August

Gosh it seems like an eon ago since the August Bank holiday muster!
Much has been written on FB about aspects of it since and not without
good reason too however I won't continue to churn up the battlefield
politics here but shall instead focus on other more positive things.

I suppose I should mention the battle part though...a fine public display
of shambles was undertaken by Rutland Militia but it was back to Scots
for the main event.  Set against the Verney residence, there was a good
deal of hand to hand combat and horse action [needs working on next
season please musketeers]   and our pike block again did the Scots
proud.  Sadly, as we are fully aware  - and even with the brightly
coloured pantaloons of the musketiere - it was all lost on the crowd
from their distant viewing position.

But wow! What a great social event it was for us!!  The hippy themed
cocktail party on Saturday was, in all honesty, one of the best ever if not
the best.  So many entered into the spirit of it as well as the dressing up
and boy did we rock the beer tent too - even after the half mile hike to
get to it from our allocated spot.

Joined for the weekend by our dear Musketiere friends, we squished
ourselves into their 'hospitality' tent on both Friday and Sunday nights
to carouse, sing, and drink well into the night with such a great
camaraderie.  At the start of the weekend Kevin Westwood presented
the Germans with a keg of Yorkshire beer and in return, 50 litres of
beer and silly amounts of schnapps was donated.  Suffice to say, we all
did our hardest to ensure that none of these lovely gifts were put to
waste by the end of the weekend!  The Germans were also presented
with a declaration of friendship and given the additional honour of
leading the Scots Brigade onto the battlefield. We received an official
invitation to Memmingen 2020.

It would not be an ABH without mentioning the weather;  it was dry,
then it wasn't -and it wasn't quite dramatically!  Not just stupidly cold
overnight on Friday but with the wind and relentless rainfall overnight
on Saturday and well into Sunday, tents were ruined including our own
party gazebo. Sadly this led to the eleven re-enactors who had joined us
from the Czech Republic, having no choice but to pack up and head
home early after just one day.  After battling in near horizontal rain on
Saturday, afterwards the hum of car engines could be heard far and
wide across the campsite as people tried desperately to dry out their kit
on running engines.

It was also the SK's 50th anniversary celebrations and as well as a larger
beer tent and separate disco tent, there were inflatable sumo, giant
jenga, bouncy castle and bouncy slide laid on for SK members to enjoy
free of charge.  Special reusable plastic glasses were produced and
commemorative tshirts and hoodies were on sale too.

If you didn't make it to ABH 2018, sorry but you missed out big time.

Karen Poffley

ISSUE 61

On the fourth day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
4 bottles o' schnapps, 3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

Photo credits: Tony Johnson & Karen Poffley
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MINI
Thorpe Mandeville, Nr Banbury,
14- 16 September

Attended by Charlotte Green and with Mike Cannaby putting
in an off-the-field appearance, this nice little event following
the ABH was a much drier and relaxed affair.

MINI
Bradgate Park, Nr Loughborough,
8-9 September

ISSUE 61

MINI
Name, Colchester, 1-2 September

On the fifth day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
FIIIIVE port-a-loooooos,
4 bottles o' schnapps, 3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

Undertaken in the grounds of Colchester's Castle Park, this local
mini was attended by Lyn Johnstone in support of Sir George Lisles
Regiment.

With displays on Living History and a skirmish, wreath's were also
laid at the monument erected in hour of Sir George Lisle and Sir
Charles Lucas who were executed at the Castle in 1648.

ANNUAL COMMEMORATIVE
Edgehill, 20-21 October

Sam & James Crew, Tracey & Keith Jones and Andy Webb
lent their support to Hammonds at a local event staged by
Citie of London Brigade near Banbury at the Three Conies
pub. Sam reported there was "lots of interaction with the
public, a large amount of booze consumed and a great deal of
laughter".

There was also a somewhat bizarre incident regarding
Andy's musket; "I'd just lit a new bit of match, and walked out
to the display area thinking how nice it was. So I'm stood there,
and I glance over to my left an there's this bloke with a musket.
Look over to my right and there's another bloke with a musket.
Ah, I knew I'd forgotten something."

Only Andy could remember his match and yet forget his
musket!!

This year's Edgehill muster featured something a little different early on the
Saturday evening - a Torch lit procession from the campsite to the church in
Kineton, where the minister made a short dedication to those that fell. It was
at times a bit of an odd one, but with laughs a plenty.

Saturday was a tough day in the Pike where we got a hammering.Some hard
lessons learnt regarding the need for properly maintained kit, general fitness
and focus / mindset. Sunday was a new day, Steve Purdy went shot after a head
injury due to his helmet breaking on Saturday, I was non-com with a back injury
that I really should have been resting all weekend however Daniel Nicholls
went back in, fought like a lion, never missed a push and restored the pride of
the Scots and shall hence forth be known as Dan the Man, because on Sunday
he was a mountain of a pikeman Huzzah that man! Western pike block were
back on form on Sunday smashing it!.Same guys as Saturday just a totally
different mindset and level of focus.

The social was fun as always. All in all a fun little mini and great way to finish
the season. Definately recommended to any who are looking for an end of
season fix.

Nick Proudman
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SPECIAL EVENT - MACKAYS*
Palmanova, Italy, 1-2 September

On the sixth day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
6 drummers napping,
FIIIIVE port-a-loooooos,
4 bottles o' schnapps, 3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

For a Few Bonnets More in Palmanova

Mackay’s events are part re-enactment, part travel adventure. The
Palmanova event was no exception. This perfectly preserved fortress
town a couple of hours from Venice did not disappoint.

But first, we all had to get there. Some travelled overland and some
flew. One by one, we rendezvoused in one or other of the bars and
restaurants which ring the central square of the town.

After kit collection from the van, which had been heroically piloted
from the UK by Martin and Cheryl, we were reunited with our Polish
comrades from the Rebel Regiment – once they had returned from
the beach.

So, what was it like? Well, I’ll try to summarize:
We had parades and skirmishes, skirmishes and parades. Some of us
had more pizza than others. We met many interesting Slovaks; some
where dressed in fur and looked a bit warm, others were dressed in
fur and looked a bit hot. We marched to the accompaniment of
balalaika playing opera singers – that doesn’t happen very often. We
learnt how to order a lot of beer in Italian. It was warm and sunny,
unlike Grolle. It also rained a lot, just like Grolle.

Scots in blue bonnets drinking beer became a major tourist attraction.
James May was not harmed in the making of this event and Stevie Dead
became a minor local celebrity.

It was also the best event of the year!

David Wilton

*Mackay's Regiment is effectively a spin-off regiment for special events which
are not officially part of the SK but still engage in C17th reenactment. It is

comprised mainly by Scots Brigade members plus special invited guests.

Photo credit: Marcel Houwen

Photo credit: Gioacchino Sparrone

Photo credit:s David Wilton unless otherwise stated
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On the seventh day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
7 water carriers, 6 drummers napping,
FIIIIVE port-a-loooooos,
4 bottles o' schnapps, 3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

SPECIAL EVENT - MacKays,  Plzen, Czech Republic, November

So the fun began with primary research into the respective
merits of Pilsner Urquell, Kozel and Gambrinus, filtered and
unfiltered, svetly and cerny.  We discovered the first example
of the cellars this town abounds in over the road, where the
bar appeared to consist of just a couple of small tables, but the
stairs lead down to a bewildering warren of much bigger bars,
toilets, kitchens, with God knows what going on.

The next morning, after a sleep only slightly disturbed by trams
running past the hotel about five and a good brekkie we had
the chance to wander round the town square where the sheds
for the Christmas market were being erected. After a glass of
hot ‘grog’ to warm us we popped into the supermarket. It was
at this point Mr Proudman decided to go prematurely native
and unable to resist the bargain price of ‘Branik’, known locally
as the tramp’s beer, invests in a large green plastic bottle of
said beverage.  He was shortly found horizontal on a bench in
the square nursing said bottle and as he was wearing a hoodie,
was thereupon christened with his eternal moniker – ‘Jakey’
Proudman.

We then adjourned to the famous Pilsner brewery for the
tour. We decided to go in kit to try to raise the profile of the
event a bit  - nobody so much as batted an eyelid….The tour
is good –  they still employ a dozen or so coopers here and
you get to see millions and millions of green bottles in the
largest bottling plant in Europe and then the various gubbins of
the current brewing process. The best bit comes at the end
when they take you into their miles of cellars – dripping wet, a
constant 7 degrees and where lots of kit was hidden from the
Nazis during WW2.  There you get to see several huge open
butts of the beer being made exactly as it was in the 1840s and
you get to taste the unpasteurised, unfiltered product, which is
unavailable anywhere else in the World. Luminous, orange and
cloudy, yet this was considered a revolutionary clear beer in
1847, which gives you an idea of how chewy beer was back
then.  It tastes heavenly.

The latest Mackay’s Regiment excursion abroad this year was
the 400th anniversary of the culmination of Mansfeld’s three-
month siege of Plzen, which was the first major military event
of the Thirty Years War and therefore kicks off a thirty-year
period of 400th anniversary commemorations.  The invitation
to this event was kindly issued to Mackay’s by our Czech
friends in Butler’s Dragooner Regiment, some of whom you
will have encountered at Memmingen and most recently at the
Claydon House cocktail party.

The 12 strong PEF (Plzen Expeditionary Force) consisted of
yours truly, Nick Proudman (as hoe-facer), Cheryl Beer, Stevie
Dead, Chris Caley, Keith and Tracey Jones, Jon Fitzpatrick,
Tim “TAG” Gordon, Jez Harper and Jon and Tracey Turrill.  It
is fair to say that everyone got on really well, considering this
was the first time some of us had met.

Dead and Cheryl travelled via the Newcastle-Ijmuiden ferry on
the Wednesday night, Keith and Tracey flew to Prague from
Gatwick on Thursday morning, TAG flew in from Embra on
Friday and the rest of us took the Harwich to Hoek ferry on
Wednesday night and then the long 11-hour drive.  No trouble
with the guns, but they did check the serial numbers against
our EFPs. God knows what happens after Brexit… My sat nav
decided to have a melt down on the journey and send us along
non-existent roads near the Czech border, so this slowed us
down a bit, but we arrived safe at half sevenish at U Salzmanu
thanks to Google Maps, where most of us were staying.  This
place is a bit of an institution locally and as well as great food
and beer the rooms are enormous, but they don’t clean them
during your stay…possibly understandably in our case.  The
Turrills, TAG and Cheryl were in the Rango hotel next door.

Photo credit: Plzen official website

Nick 'Jakey' Proudman
 - The Branik Effect

Photo credit: Keith Jones
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On the eighth day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
8 pikemen pointing, 7 water carriers, 6 drummers napping,
FIIIIVE port-a-loooooos,
4 bottles o' schnapps, 3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

SPECIAL EVENT - Plzen CONTINUED

Saturday on the walls

Street fight on Saturday

Then it was back to the hotel where we met up with our
great friends and fellow Mackays, Ladislav Rytir and Eva
Schimerova. It turns out that we couldn’t have picked a
better spot to stay – the LH campsite, the remains of the
walls and the venue for the streetfight were only a hundred
yards away! This doesn’t half improve your enjoyment of an
event.

We turned up at the LH campsite about half 5, had
implausibly large quantities of powder thrown at us and
within about 10 minutes were performing a floodlit drill
display.  Needless to say we acquitted ourselves with
honour and earned a few immediate brownie points I think.

We then climbed a ladder to get onto the remains of the
walls and our neck stocks came in handy for slings.  We then
found ourselves defending the remaining couple of hundred
yards of the walls which are in good nick against the
besieging Proddies.  Ironically, the Covenanting saltire we
had brought with us was one of only two colours on the
walls….In true continental re-enactment style there were
loads of unscabbarded sharp blades waving around, we had
tons of powder, the pyros, mortars and cannon were ear-
blowing.  There was a good and attentive crowd and the
floodlights made for a spectacular night fight as the attackers
climbed 20+ foot scaling ladders but were beaten back down
on this first run – I think.

After the fight we adjourned to our hostelry for the evening.
Plzen is a very busy drinking town Fridays and Saturdays and
the Czechs have a very strong pub culture which we have
long since lost. We only got to sit down because we were
taken to the local ‘fencing club’ which was in a cellar
needless to say and – joy of joys for myself – YOU COULD
SMOKE INDOORS! This drove off some alas, but a
tremendous night ended about 3am I think and a good few
songs were sung. The beer was less than a quid each…

Saturday found us engaged on the walls again. The weather
thankfully was on our side all weekend – the snow only
turned up on Monday.  We also did a rolling streetfight in
‘Wooden Street’ which featured units formed up directly in
front of loaded cannons, which was a little worrying…The
crowd were close enough to touch and they certainly got to
experience things at close quarters. The most surreal
moment was that as we retreated back into the main square,
the traffic hadn’t been stopped and the number 34 bus
arrived in the middle of the action    

Living History encampment
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On the nineth day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
9 officers shouting, 8 pikemen pointing, 7 water carriers, 6 drummers napping,
FIIIIVE port-a-loooooos,
4 bottles o' schnapps, 3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

SPECIAL EVENT - Plzen CONTINUED

MacKays, Butlers and  Roger Williams

That evening we held a torchlit parade into the main square,
featuring our superb drummer Tracey leading the whole
march of 300 or so participants.  We marched into the square
to find a political demonstration taking place and made a
diplomatic withdrawal…Then our wonderful hosts saved our
bacon again by booking us into a pub where we enjoyed yet
another excellent meal followed by a very interesting
concoction for the bravest of us, consisting of a sachet of
sugar, 40 ml of Tuzemak (potato rum) and coffee beans, which
had to be held in the mouth for a minute and chewed before
swallowing. It was so good I had to have another. This was
followed by a visit to the infamous ‘Pivonka’ the student
union’s own bar…in a cellar needless to say. Jez Harper won
last man standing and when he returned at 5am had to wake
Chris Caley up to tell him that the lunatic Tomas Sokol of
Butler’s had stolen the toilet door from Pivonka –
again….(said toilet door was the reason for a previous day trip
to Plzen by some of us, but that’s another story…).

All we had to do on Sunday was march about a mile to a
battlefield next to a bypass (echoes of Memmingen) and fight
on a small hill meant to represent the last defence of the city.
During this engagement one of the Czech pike was I believe
shot in the face by a rather doddery German musketeer on
the other side….

After the battle we had the afternoon free so we changed
back into mufti and set forth for a free visit to the City
Armoury which featured a fantastic collection of muskets
from the period of the Siege restored to working order
as well as Hussite hand cannons etc. We were the
proverbial kids in a sweetshop.  That evening we rounded
things off with a meal in the Rango and some of us
actually resorted to drinking wine. You can have too
much of a good thing    

Everyone made it home safely over the course of the
next few days. In short, it was a perfect event really.
Great beer, food and company in a really interesting place
you would probably never visit otherwise. It would have
been nice to spend a bit more time there and
thereabouts but it will keep for another time and I’m sure
there will be future opportunities to re-enact in the
Czech Republic and elsewhere with our friends.  My
thanks go again to everyone of all nationalities who
worked together to make this an absolutely brilliant
event, half of which I haven’t mentioned in the interests
of brevity.
Here’s to more in the future!

BUTLER ABOO AND BRATACH BHAN
CHLANN AOIDH!

Martin Gershman

Photo credits: Jonathan Fitzpatrick
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On the tenth day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
10 musketiere, 9 officer's shouting, 8 pikemen pointing, 7 water carriers, 6 drummers napping,
FIIIIVE port-a-loooooos,
4 bottles o' schnapps, 3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

Reflections From The Sidelines

new inflatable tent was also a cause for worry but with the
help of Melvyn we managed it eventually.

We also brought the kids bikes with us (it was only half an
hour from home so why not bring two cars eh?) so they
would have something to do. We really hoped that the kids
took to it and we were amazed at how well they did. We
hardly saw them even though they themselves didn’t think
they would enjoy it.

What about expectations? Were they met?
Being on the battlefield again was just as much fun as we had
remembered. The Scots Brigade are a well oiled machine and
it was a privilege to take to the field amongst them.

Did you have any (hopefully nice) surprises over your
first event?
Being invited into the Musketeerie beer tent was amazing. The
singing and conversation was a pleasant bonus to a great
weekend.

What did the kids make of it all?
They absolutely loved it and can’t wait for next year. Kaitlyn is
considering the apprentices but we may have a bit of work to
do on Alex to get him to dress up. Katy was quite chuffed to
find out that Fabian shared her birthday and is looking
forward to Memmingham 2020.

What was the best or most memorable thing about
your first weekend in Scots Brigade?
Meeting up with old friends and making many new ones made
the weekend special. We were made to feel very welcome.
The infamous cocktail party was definitely a hit with me and
Chris and we look forward to many more.

What were your thoughts after your first experience
with us?
When’s the next one? I then planned our trip to TORM with
Linda and Steve Turner who were also new to the Scots
Brigade at ABH, to spend lots of Chris’ hard earned money (I
was quite successful at that).

How would you describe your recent SK experience?
Our venture back into the weird and wonderful world of the
SK was fantastic, bringing back some great old memories and
the promise of making new ones.

Any advice for others considering joining up?
You will love every minute of it. You won’t mind if it rains.
You won’t even notice you are sleeping in a tent. You will
laugh and have fun with a great bunch of people who will all
pitch in with kit and help when needed. You’ll soon be waiting
for the chance you get to do it all over again.

Joanne and Chris Grestly had previously been in the SK
for ten years, serving with Colonel Samuel Jones’
Regiment of Foote. After the birth of their son,
Alexander, along with their daughter Kaitlyn who was
three, it became more difficult for them both to
continue to enjoy to participate and socialise alongside
each other as one was always having to “stay back” and
look after their children, so they took the decision to
take some time out and concentrate on their young
family.

However at ABH 2018, they returned to the SK - and
more specifically to the Scots Brigade in Gordon's
Regiment - so your COTN Editor decided to interview
them and find out more.

What was it that interested you/made you rejoin the
Sealed Knot after all this time?
The fact that our children are now much older (Alex is 9,
Kaitlyn is now 12) certainly helps as they don’t need such close
supervision all the time. We decided that the children would
benefit from the open air and freedom from gadgets, electricity
and cosy beds.

Why did you choose the Scots Brigade?
We had stayed friends with all of the Jones’ who have since
transferred to the Scots Brigade, so we had heard a lot of good
things. A chance meeting with James Crew at our local petrol
station in Thame put the Sealed Knot right back in my mind.
Plus, the Scots have always had a great presence and turnout at
musters when we were in the SK before and with our old
Regiment having naturally evolved since we were last members,
we figured why not re-join as Scots, so here we are!

Did you have any trepidations about your first muster
weekend? If so, how did they pan out?
We were concerned about how we would find it being back in
a tent and sleeping on airbeds, seeing as we were 10 years
older. That wasn’t as bad as we thought. The first outing of our
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On the eleventh day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
11 mis-firing matchlocks, 10 musketiere, 9 officer's shouting, 8 pikemen pointing, 7 water
carriers, 6 drummers napping,
FIIIIVE port-a-loooooos,
4 bottles o' schnapps, 3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF....

A brief history and overview
Back in the day before military uniforms and when serfs couldn't
read or write and when you might not know your fellow
soldiers or officers, it was important to have a means of
recognition for your troop.  Large flags henceforth known as
Colours were introduced as a means of overcoming these
obstacles and became the sign of the regiment.

At 6ft square and mounted on a 7ft pole, these Colours were
easy to spot amidst the chaos of battle and were one of the first
things a recruit would learn.  Initially developed from the coat of
arms from the medieval period, the hand-painted silk Colour
would be paraded in front of the troops in order to promote
awareness and educate the troops of the regimental sign.
Today we still see this symbolically with the 'Trooping of the
Colour' performed each year before the reigning sovereign.

The Colours are predominantly used on the field as a strong
visual rally point for troops.  All Sealed Knot Colours are based
on historical evidence from the Civil War period.  The Scots
Brigade have a set of Colours; one individual Colour for each
Scots regiment* as well as an English version.  Additionally the
Scots Brigade will also march under the Scots Saltire.

Colours were incredibly important - if the Colour was lost or
seized by the enemy, then combatants would be in disarray,
becoming disorientated, separated from fellow soldiers or
worst still, easily captured and slaughtered by the enemy if they
fell out upon a Colour in the wrong hands.  There is a well-
known case of Sir Edmund Verney who was carrying the King's
standard at the battle of Edgehill and, rather than surrender it
when under attack, he was killed and the Parliament troop had
to cut off his hand to gain the Colour from him!

Special skills or training required:
Most importantly, an Ensign has to be strong enough to
carry and flourish (wave) the Colours as there are specific
and appropriate flourishes that the Ensign will have to
learn and undertake.  These flourishes were originally
designed to taunt the opposition.

An Ensign is an important role and is the lowest rank of a
commissioned officer (as opposed to a Standard Bearer
which is a position that could be undertaken by anyone
available).  Traditionally an Ensign would be a solider who
was either a young Gentleman or a soldier who had
moved up through rank and demonstrated bravery.

For a Sealed Knot Ensign, usually a member will need to
have demonstrated longevity in their regiment as well as
hold respect and an authority within the regiment.

An Ensign is permitted to wear a sword (subject to passing
sword test) and fight but predominantly it is a non-
combatant role.

Cost of kit:
The Colours and poles themselves belong to the
individual regiment so there is no cost involved per se.

Ensigns are however required to dress as an officer so
additional kit may need to be purchased to facilitate that
look.

An Ensign

Number of Ensigns in Scots Brigade:
Each Regiment will have at least one Ensign.  There may
also be a 'back-up' person available if the primary Ensign is
unavailable.  At present** the Scots Brigade have four
Ensigns.

**correct December 2018

Where Found:
i) In troop line-up:  Ensigns are positioned at the front of a

block behind the Officers but before the drums.

ii)On field: Usually Ensigns are found supporting the
musket block and at the opposite end to the Officers
position.  Ideally there should be one Ensign to each
block and depending on availability, a pike block may be
assigned an Ensign as well.

During combat, Ensigns will move to the back of the
fighting block to avoid being drawn into combat and to
be the safe reform point for the combatants.  Drums and
water carriers will often congregate in the vicinity of the
Ensign too during fighting phases.

by Karen Poffley with special thanks to Lindsay Cameron
of Frasers Dragoons for his contributions

*Further reading:  Scots Colours (The Scots Army in the C17th) - Stewart Reid
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Party Time!!
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On the twelfth day of Christmas, my CO gave to me;
12 hungover campers, 11 mis-firing matchlocks, 10 musketiere, 9 officer's shouting, 8 pikemen
pointing, 7 water carriers, 6 drummers napping,
FIIIIVE port-a-loooooos,
4 bottles o' schnapps, 3 cocktails, 2 shots of green and a large dram of Scots whiskyyyyyy!

We are delighted to extend an invitation to the whole
Scots Brigade, to join O'Cahan's at our 2019 Banquet.
We are aware it clashes with Coleford - we honestly
had no idea when we initially booked it so please still
class Coleford as the priority.

Menu Options:
£27.50* per person (includes glass of fizz on arrival)
Food/drink choices to be pre-selected nearer the time.
Full payment will be required 6 weeks before the event.

(*1. Please note an additional £3 service charge will also be added. This does
go directly to the staff who will I am sure treat us to a grand evening.
2. Some menu choices may require additional supplement.  3. Does not
include drinks with meal)

The Venue
Blackfriars is housed in a 13th Century former Medieval
Friary in the centre of Newcastle and has a stunning
banqueting hall that we have managed to book for our
exclusive use.
https://www.blackfriarsrestaurant.co.uk/banquethall

What we need from you
Please contact Cat Tellwright via FB with details of
attendees PLUS a £10 deposit per person (Cat will
provide payment details).

Accommodation:
There are loads of accommodation options in and
around Newcastle from Budget £30 a night to
Malmaison style!!!

Hope to see some of yoose there,
Nicky Shaw

Hello dudes and dudettes!
Purdie here with an update on the HOOLIEEEEE!!!

Food, band and location are now booked

Some people have their names on the provisional list
already, but now I need your £25 CASH
commitment! (please get in touch with me about
under 16's, who are welcome)

Please PM Jack Bunton to arrange payment, he will
then let me know who's paid up and you'll officially
be on the list! (PLEASE TELL ME IF YOU HAVE ANY
FOOD ALERGIES)

We have 65 spaces, first offered to Gordon's, then
opened to the Brigade, then to others. Make sure
you get in quick!

Thank you!

O'CAHAN'S
BANQUET

GORDON'S
HOOLIE!

Saturday 16 March 2019
Lighthorne Village Hall, Lighthorne,

Warwickshire, CV35 0AN.

Saturday 23 February 2019
Blackfriars Restaurant & Banquet Hall,

Friars Street, Newcastle, NE1 4XN
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Christmastide Singalong with the Scots

ISSUE 61

Auld Lang Syne
(Original Scots version by Robert Burns 1788)

Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And auld lang syne?

CHORUS:
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne,
We'll tak a cup of kindness yet,
For auld lang syne!

And surely ye'll be your pint-stowp,
And surely I'll be mine,
And we'll tak a cup o kindness yet,
For auld lang syne!

We twa hae run about the braes,
And pou'd the gowans fine,
But we've wander'd monie a weary fit,
Sin auld lang syne.

We twa hae paidl'd in the burn
Frae morning sun till dine,
But seas between us braid hae roar'd
Sin auld lang syne.

And there's a hand my trusty fiere,
And gie's a hand o thine,
And we'll tak a right guid-willie waught,
For auld lang syne

gowans - daisies
guid-willie waught - goodwill drink
monie - many
morning sun - noon
paidl't - paddled
pint-stowp - pint tankard
pou'd - pulled
twa - two

Ding Dong Merrily on High

Ding dong merrily on high,
The Scots Brigade are singing.
Ding dong merrily oh my,
They've already started drinking!
Glor-or or or or or - or or or or or - or or or or orrria
For a wee lass, she is fearless.
Glor-or or or or or - or or or or or - or or or or orrria
Under the table she could drink us.

Here and there we go, we go
Let jugs of ale be sunken,
And lo uh-oh, uh-oh oh,
Tracey's already broken!
Glor-or or or or or - or or or or or - or or or or orrria
For a wee lass, she is fearless.
Glor-or or or or or - or or or or or - or or or or orrria
Under the table she could drink us.

Pray you dutifully prime,
Your tankards and your globlet.
Keep an eye on thine,
Lest Andy Webb shall drink it.
Glor-or or or or or - or or or or or - or or or or orrria
For a wee lass, she is fearless.
Glor-or or or or or - or or or or or - or or or or orrria
Under the table she could drink us.

Oh the weather outside is frightful, But the wine is so delightful,
And as we've no muster to go, Let it flow, let it flow, let it flow.

Meanings
Auld lang syne - times gone by
be pay for
braes - hills
braid - broad
burn - stream
dine - dinnertime
fiere - friend
fit - foot



INVITATION TO A
COMBINED-BIRTHDAY PARTY

AT NANTWICH

The Scots Brigade have an open invitation to
join Simon Davies and James Daniels in
celebrating their (very) Significant Birthdays

Celebrations will take place on the Saturday
Night of Nantwich 26th January at the
Railway Hotel (a mere 5 mins walk from the
Town Centre)
Next to the Railway Station in Pillory Street CW5 5SS
see www.railway-hotel.org

The Low Down
Gathering after the battle for the odd
refreshing half a shandy; at 8.30pm, in an SK
set aside room, there all will be a provided
(well for as long as it lasts anyway!) with a
buffet snack with cake (Yes CAKE!!)
Followed by a very live(ly) band with
dancing from 9.30pm till very late.

RSVP to Purdie via Facebook please
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Don't forget to keep an eye out when on
your travels/holidays for the most
devilish or bizarre alcoholic beverage in a
bottle to submit for The Poisoner's
Challenge.

Bring a bottle which will then be shared
amongst the Brigade and judgement
passed. At the end of the 2019 season,
the winner of the drink judged most
wicked will be awarded a prize.

THE POISONER'S
CHALLENGE

Noticeboard

FOOD TRADERS

All Greek To Me has now
permanently left as a Food
Trader for warmer climes.
Will be missed.

A new Noodle bar
appeared at ABH and said
they'd be there next season.
Reports were good on taste
but long queues and food
temperate at best.
Hopefully this will be
addressed for next season.

BIRTHDAY BOYS
Many many happy returns to

Keith Jones and Alan Dudley
who both recently celebrated

their 60th birthdays.

ISSUE 61
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On the Bookshelf

THE YOUNG MONTROSE - NIGEL TRANTER

When we think of the English Civil War, we tend to think of it as purely an
English affair. Nigel Tranter, gives us a book that views the civil war from a
Scottish perspective and puts into context the influence the Scots had in
deciding the future of not only England but of the UK as a whole.

Set against the backdrop of complex politics and religious divisions, the
Montrose omnibus (young Montrose and Montrose-Captain general) is a
novelised version of the life of James Graham, Earl of Montrose, one time
covenanter but Royalist to the end. It is a story of loyalty, divided families,
treachery and ultimately betrayal.

Nigel Tranter does a good job of transporting the reader back to 17th century
Scotland, where religious intolerance was rife and where ruthless ambition was
commonplace. It tells the tale of one man's effort to defend his country against
what he saw as traitors to their king. Montrose is depicted as a man conflicted.
His views on religious tolerance and freedom of worship balanced against his
loyalty to his king. We see his family ripped apart and his life ruined as he pays
the ultimate price for his loyalty.

Tranter does a great job in describing the hardships Montrose and his royalists
undertook in their bid to defend the King's position in Scotland, he draws the
reader in and his descriptions of the forced marches across the harsh Scottish
landscape almost make the the experience tangible. He transports us to
battlefields were the smell of gunpowder and blood lie heavy in the readers
nostrils and the clash of steel and the screams of men ring loudly in the ears.

For me, it is a very good novel about the English Civil War and the role that
Scotland played within it and I would thoroughly recommend it.

Reviewed by Steve 'Cody' Turner

THE WITCH FINDER'S SISTER - BETH UNDERDOWN

Okay so this book isn't really about the Civil War - well not at all in fact - BUT, it
is set during this turbulent time (1645-1647) so it still counts but could be of
interest to those of us who don't always focus on battlefield antics of the period.

The story takes place in the South East corner of England across East Anglia,
where self-professed witchfinder Matthew Hopkins resided.  Whilst he himself
was a real person, this story is primarily fiction but draws upon historical
evidence to create a tale in which the essence of the era and the scrutiny of
countless innocent women was very much a real threat.

The novel is told via the experience of 'Alice', Hopkins sister.  We learn of their
childhood and the effects this had on his later vocation.  We are witness to the
prejudices and ultimately unfolding horror that became one of England's
notorious witch trials - and all at a time whilst civil war ravished the country.

Very interesting and well worth a read.

Reviewed by Karen Poffley
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Dates for Diary
KIT TYPE
1:  Plaid   (Highland)
2:  Trews (Scots)
3: Greys   (English/Militia)

R:  Regimental Event.  Maximum attendance please
B:  Brigade Event. Support whenever possible
O: Optional.
M: Miscellaneous event.

NOTE:  As Gordon's are a Highland regiment, No 1
kit of Plaid or Mo 2 Trews are to be worn at every
event, unless you are specifically instructed to do
otherwise.  Either the CO or BCO will confirm prior
to an event if there is any change in the kit directive.
Always No 1 or 2 kit in beer tent though!

DATE(S) EVENT KIT TYPETYPE

Full warning orders in Orders of the Day or on the SK website
Check Scots Brigade FB page for updates or additional notes.

DETAILS

1

ISSUE 61

M

ANNUAL COMMEMORATIVE + SKIRMISH. Holy Holly day.
Plus party Saturday night

MBH MAJOR. 2nd May BH wkend.  No details just yet but please
treat as a Brigade priority.   Keep an eye out on FB for updates on
situation.

1

O 23 February

Posh kit

25-27 May MAJOR for MBH

15-17 March TORM, Ryton on
Dunsmore

2. O'Cahan's Banquet,
Newcastle

O 26 January Nantwich, Cheshire

BANQUET. Details on SB FB page.  Booking is open.

1

1. Coleford, Forest of
Dean

ANNUAL COMMEMORATIVE PARADE. Please support if poss)

B

MARKET. Stock on your essentials and spend on non-
essentials too.

Posh kit

M

R 16 March Gordon's Hoolie,
Lighthorne, Warcs

ANNUAL HOOLIE.   Booking is open, See Gordons' FB page for
details. This coincides with the March TORM event which is just
up the road approx 7miles away)

MAJOR.29-30 June Cropedy Bridge, OxfordB

MAJOR.27-28 July Cheriton, HampshireB

LARGE. TOP PRIORITY – if you can only make one event
make it this one.

10-11 August Thirlestane Castle,
Lauder, Scotland

B

BOOKED ANNUAL MINI.  A great little mini to end off the
season. Remember to book early to get space on camp!

19-20 October Edgehill, KinetonO

ANNUAL LARGE MINI. Cold but always fun not a brigade event
but a fair few members enjoy this one20-22 April Basing House,

Hampshire
O

B 5-6 May Army of Parliament
Training, location tbc

MBH TRAINING. 1st May BH wkend.  Good possibility this will
be held at Claydon House.  Keep an eye out on FB for updates.

B 24-26 August Nr Marston Moor,
Yorkshire

ABH MAJOR.

O 14-15 September Scotland Block these dates out if you're interested in a key anniversary
event in Scotland.  More details will follow via Scots Brigade page
or Mackays fb page.

1

1

1

1

tbc

tbc

tbc

n/a

tbc
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Contact Info

Next Issue due: March 2019

www.skscotsbrigade.org.uk

E. 1. gordons.adjutant@outlook.com
    2. hello@skscotsbrigade.org.uk

     1. William Gordon's Regiment of Foote (closed group)
     2. The Scots Brigade (closed group)
     3. Friends of the Scots Brigade (open group)

Instagram - @scotsbrigade

C.O.: Nick Proudman
T. 07956 715072
E. n.proudman@yahoo.co.uk

Adjutant: Lyn Johnson
T. 07791945958
E. gordons.adjutant@outlook.com

COTN Editor: Karen Poffley
T. 07786 907727
E. karenpoffley@hotmail.com

Any suggestions for feature articles and photographs
greatly received.  Submit to Editor by 15th March

ock o' theC orthN

Quoteth
of the
daye
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William Gordon's Regiment of Foote.

ISSUE 61

2019 is coming...into the fray dear friends we shall gallantly go.
Huzzah for the Scots Brigade!


